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The purpose of this study is to analyze the sour-

ces of occupational segregation between men and women.

Specifically, three hypotheses are tested. First, do

stiff specific training requirements for an occupation

increase the likelihood that it is male-dominated, as

would be expected from human capital theory? Second,

do differences in perceived natural ability between the

sexes heavily influence the possibility of an occupa-

tion being male- or female-dominated? Finally, do

differences in preferences for job attributes between

men and women influence the chance of whether an occu-

pation will be male- or female-dominated?

The data used in this study cover 495 occupations

from 1979 in which on-the-job worker requirements are

provided describing workers' level and type of educa-

tion, natural ability, on-the-job environmental con-

ditions, and physical demands. Occupations are divided

into three categories: female-dominated, male-dominat-

ed, or neutral. The empirical model uses a multi-

nomial approach to estimate the log of the odds that an

occupation is male-dominated relative to being neutral

and the log of the odds that an occupation is female-

dominated relative to being neutral.

The results of this study imply that sizable spe-

cific training requirements for an occupation increase

the likelihood that it is male-dominated and higher

levels of general education requirements increase the
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possibility that an occupation is female-dominated.

There is evidence to support the hypothesis that dif-

ferences between the sexes' perceived abilities con-

tribute to occupational segregation. Most on-the-job

environmental conditions and physical demands do not

affect the likelihood that an occupation is male- or

female-dominated in contrast to the traditional claim

that women prefer more desirable working conditions

than men.
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A Multinomial Approach to Estimating

the Determinants of Occupational Segregation

Chapter One: Introduction

What draws people to an occupation? Is it the

money, glory, personal fulfillment, or is any job

acceptable? Economic analysis of occupational choice

is generally approached in two ways. One can view

occupational choice as a decision to maximize expected

income or to maximize expected utility.

The human capital approach to occupational choice

focusses on monetary benefits and costs. Individuals

choose a vocation that will render the maximum expected

lifetime income. Because the nonpecuniary attributes

of an occupation noticeably influence an individual's

level of satisfaction, this study uses the utility-

maximization approach.

When choosing a profession an individual considers

the pecuniary and non-pecuniary costs and benefits

associated with occupations. Pecuniary costs include

the cost of education, training, other out-of-pocket

costs, and foregone income. Pecuniary benefits consist

of wages and salaries, fringe benefits, bonuses, and

other tangible gifts. Non-pecuniary costs involve time

spent training for an occupation and on-the-job stress

such as hazards, extreme temperatures, and extreme

physical demands. Non-pecuniary benefits include the

satisfaction one receives on the job such as pleasant

work conditions, prestige, social interaction, and

personal fulfillment.

The utility maximization approach considers the

net satisfaction realized by an individual given the

nature of that individual's preferences and the
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nature of that individual's preferences and the

occupation's pecuniary and nonpecuniary traits. Each

individual and certain groups of individuals experience

different levels of satisfaction from the attributes

associated with each occupation. Information regarding

such preferences is exacting for researchers to obtain.

However, occupational requirements remain relatively

the same in the short run and can be measured.

In this study, each occupation will be described

as having a number of traits. These traits include

determinants of wages and fringe benefits,

environmental conditions, and physical demands.

Assuming that people choose an occupation with the

maximization of their utility in mind, this study will

estimate the likelihood that particular occupations

will be male- or female-dominated.

The importance of this study lies in the debate

over the role of discrimination as a determinant of

occupational segregation. If occupational

discrimination plays a large role then it is expected

that few of these occupational traits reflecting

differences between the sexes will influence whether an

occupation is male- or female-dominated. However, if

occupational requirements influence the possibility an

occupation is male- or female-dominated then the role

of discrimination is less apparent.

This study is the first to analyze the likelihood

that a particular occupation is male- or female-

dominated as a function of a rich set of variables.

This set includes skill requirements of the job such as

general and specific training; strength requirements in

addition to other physical demands such as climbing,

stooping, and reaching; and natural abilities necessary

for the job such as manual dexterity, motor

coordination, and color perception. Thus, the model
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controls for the main productivity differences that

might exist between men and women.

In addition, a multitude of variables describing

nonpecuniary attributes of the work environment

including environmental conditions on the job such as

physical hazards, working indoors or outdoors, extreme

temperatures, and high humidity are included to capture

potential differences in preferences for particular job

attributes between women and men. The objective is to

ascertain how productivity and taste characteristics

affect the probability that an occupation will be male-

or female-dominated.

In the following chapter a discussion regarding

previous empirical work will be presented. In chapter

three, the theoretical model is presented in addition

to the data description and empirical model. Chapter

four presents the results of this study followed by the

final chapter stating conclusions and potential policy

implications.
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Chapter Two: Review of the Literature

In 1990 women accounted for 99 percent of all

secretaries and only one half of one percent of

automobile mechanics (U.S. Dept. of Commerce 1992).

Why does this occur? A number of authors have sought

explanations for differing occupational distributions

for men and women. There are three principal

approaches in the literature: the human capital

approach, the utility maximization approach, and the

discrimination approach.

According to the human capital model of

occupational choice a potential worker will weigh the

benefits and costs associated with the choice of a

particular occupation. Benefits encompass potential

earnings and nonpecuniary returns while costs include

the expense of education and training, foregone

earnings and time during the educational period, and

expected income foregone due to unemployment. The

final career choice is dictated by the relative value

between occupations of the present value of the

expected net post-investment lifetime income stream. A

worker will always be in an occupation which permits

her to maximize the expected present value considering

all possible occupational shifts (Boskin 1974). Such

maximization of lifetime earnings is a joint choice of

type and amount of human capital to generate (Paglin

and Rufolo 1990). Berger (1988) found when controlling

for individuals' background characteristics, the

probability that an individual will choose one college

major over others increases as the present value of the

predicted future earnings stream of that major

increases relative to that of other majors.

Much of the difference between men's and women's

occupations and wages can be explained by their
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different demands for general and specific human

capital. Such demand differences result from different

lifetime labor force participation patterns. Polachek

(1975) attributes occupational segregation to the

differences in the roles of men and women in society.

Women generally bear the responsibilities of childcare

and household maintenance, even if they are working.

Hochschild (1989) confirms that women spend more time

doing housework and childcare. Hochschild further

states that this is caused by gender ideology which is

constructed early in childhood and determines roles

held by men and women in society. As a result, women

choose occupations in which the required skills and

knowledge deteriorate at a slow rate so that if they

leave the labor force, they may return to an occupation

with the least wage depreciation. Zalokar (1988) found

that specific education depreciates faster than general

education. This implies that occupations requiring

more general education relative to specific education

may be more likely to be female-dominated occupations.

Education is one, but not the only determinant of

workers' productivity. Different rates of return may

exist because of differences in individual's abilities

that are not captured by education. Some individuals

or groups of individuals may have a comparative

advantage in a particular occupation. For example,

suppose on average women have more sensitive olfactory

nerves than men. If this were true, then women on

average may have a comparative advantage as perfumers.

This would lead to a distribution of perfumers

comprised of more women than men.

If men and women share different inherent

abilities as groups, then occupational segregation

would be presumed to occur. The data used in this

study include variables that measure such natural
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abilities. For example, Hyde (1990) remarks that past

studies show males exceed females in mathematical

ability but that there is no consensus regarding the

extent of this difference. This study found that males

outperform females by a very small amount. It appears

that females are slightly superior in computational

ability while males are slightly superior in problem

solving. However, there appears to be no difference

between the sexes in ability to understand mathematical

concepts (Hyde 1990). However, men consistently score

higher on the quantitative portion of the Graduate

Record Exam (Kaczmarek and Franco 1986). In addition,

by the end of high school males score higher in math

than females on standardized tests (Wentzel 1988).

Thus, there is enough evidence to suggest that there

may be a positive relationship between perceived

mathematical ability and the probability that an

occupation is male-dominated.

Benderly (1989) points out that on average males

score higher than females in spatial ability and

females score higher than males in verbal ability.

However, Benderly suggests it is false to assert that

either sex's performance is always better than the

other's. More than half the time there is no

difference. In addition, Benderly points out that the

variation from one man to another and one woman to

another is larger than the average difference between

the sexes. This suggests that on average there is a

positive relationship between spatial ability

requirements of a job and the probability that it is

male-dominated. In addition, it appears that there is

a positive relationship between verbal ability

necessary to perform a job and the likelihood that it

is female-dominated.
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White (1991) found that men are significantly

superior to women in motor skills but women are better

in the area of flexibility. Thus, it is predicted that

motor skill requirements of an occupation will be

positively related to male dominance while variables

measuring the flexibility demands of a job will be

positively related to female dominance.

Other differences between the sexes include a

higher incidence of color blindness among men (Montagu

1968). This leads to the expectation that the need to

discern color for a particular job is positively

related to the likelihood that an occupation is female-

dominated. Women are superior to men in clerical

ability and finger dexterity (Montagu 1968) which

implies that jobs requiring these abilities are more

likely to be female-dominated. On average men are

physically stronger than women (Montagu 1968) implying

a positive relationship between job strength

requirements and the probability of an occupation being

male-dominated.

Occupational segregation is caused by differences

in productivity which is captured by educational type

and attainment and natural ability. However, England

(1984) determined that at every level of experience,

assuming other factors affecting the rate of return are

the same, from starting wages to retirement, women have

lower wages in female-dominated rather than male-

dominated occupations. Thus, such evidence does not

support the human capital theory that women choose an

occupation based only on maximization of lifetime

earnings by choosing female-dominated occupations.

However, it does imply that the income stream is not

the only pertinent decision factor considered by an

individual when choosing an occupation. Nonpecuniary

benefits and the presence of discrimination also play
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important roles in determining occupational outcomes.

Nonpecuniary benefits and costs include factors

such as working environment, psychic income, physical

demands, and other non-wage benefits and costs acquired

on the job. The maximization of one's utility realized

in an occupation is based on the trade-offs between job

attributes and earnings. This is the utility

maximization approach to analyzing occupational choice.

This approach considers the importance of maximizing

the present value of the future income stream but

emphasizes the need to include the effects of

individual preferences for the non-monetary aspects of

an occupation. For example, Boskin (1974) and Beller

(1982) discuss the importance of individual tastes and

preferences in occupational choice, since people do not

share homogeneous tastes and preferences.

Differences between the sexes in occupational

preference may be due to the different roles men and

women play in society. Hersch (1991) points out that

women's household roles may directly affect their labor

market effort and demand for environmental conditions.

Women who expect a strong attachment to household

production have different priorities than men and as a

result choose jobs with less responsibility and fewer

possibilities of advancement. Hersch notes that the

nature of household chores limits women's market work.

Women have less time flexibility due to meal

preparation and childcare responsibilities. Men are

expected to be the primary household wage earners and

are held less responsible for household duties

(Hammermesh and Rees 1993). However, both sexes appear

to devote the same amount of time to leisure

(Hammermesh and Rees 1993).

Well-operating labor markets sort workers into

jobs that satisfy workers' individual preferences.
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Murray and Atkinson (1981) found that women and men

base their total job satisfaction on different aspects

of a job. Men place a greater importance on extrinsic

features such as pay, security, advancement potential,

and personal accomplishment. Women place greater

importance on the social aspects of a job and comfort

of workplace surroundings. Mathios (1989) confirms

that the importance of nonmonetary attributes varies

significantly across sex and education groups.

Filer (1986) found that gender differences in

occupational structure are clearly related to

differences in male and female preferences. Each

occupation carries with it a unique set of worker

requirements. The wage paid to workers includes the

return on human capital and additional compensation for

unpleasant aspects of the job. If two groups of

workers differ in preferences for environmental

conditions and wages, the market will bear different

average wages between the groups and different

concentrations of group members across occupations.

Given the fact that men and women systematically

report, on average, that they value particular features

of jobs differently it is expected that features

regarding pay and work environment will affect the

probability of an occupation being male- or female-

dominated. For example, some jobs exist in a hazardous

environment for which workers receive additional pay.

Other jobs feature comfortable surroundings with low

risk of personal injury. Thus, it is expected that the

existence of on-the-job hazards or other unpleasant

environmental conditions will be positively correlated

with the likelihood of an occupation being male-

dominated. Clearly, preferences and human

capital strongly influence occupational choice.

However, another important aspect of the job market
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must be considered here, that is the existence of

discrimination.

O'Connell et al. (1989) found that females in the

nontraditional fields of engineering and veterinary

medicine are similar to females in traditional women's

fields such as nursing in their plans for marriage,

children, and gender beliefs. Thus, differences in

productivity and preferences may not account for all

observed occupational segregation. The presence of

discrimination may also account for the distribution of

males and females in occupations. However, Filer

(1983) found that the omission of tastes and

preferences in a model of occupational choice may lead

to the overestimation of the extent of discrimination

against women without college schooling.

There is evidence that supports the existence of

discrimination. Gupta (1993) observes that sex

differences in occupational distributions are due to

the joint determination of individuals' occupational

choice and employers' preferences. A worker may choose

a job but has no control over the employer's hiring

preferences. Gill (1989) confirms this and states that

studies that omit employment discrimination are apt to

severely underestimate the discrimination effect on

wages and earnings.

It is unlikely that discrimination occurs in equal

amounts in all occupations. If this were the case,

wage differentials would occur but there would not be

different occupational distributions. It is likely

that different occupations carry different levels of

occupational discrimination. Some of that

discrimination may be due to the unique set of job

requirements associated with an occupation. For

example, employers searching for workers to fill jobs

that require strength or are dangerous may resist
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hiring women. A woman may be capable of doing the job

but her coworkers may feel obligated to help her

perform her duties. Employers, employees, and

customers all have different levels of discriminatory

feelings depending on the occupation. The precise

relationship between job characteristics and the level

of discrimination in an occupation is not clear. Thus,

the coefficients of the independent variables in this

study measure the combined effect of worker choice and

discrimination.

Employer discrimination may be statistical

discrimination in which case employers' hiring

decisions are based on the average characteristics of a

group and not the traits of the individual being

considered for the job. Such characteristics may

include school attended, personal background, race, or

sex. Employers may have prejudice established from

personal experience. In addition, employee bias may

affect an employer's decision to hire. Further support

regarding the existence of discrimination is provided

by Ferber and Spaeth (1984). They found that

specific job characteristics along with structural

determinants have important wage effects over and above

the effects of human capital and compensating wage

differentials.

England et al. (1982) found that skill differences

between male and female occupations explain virtually

none of the earnings gap between the sexes. It was

found that female-dominated occupations consistently

pay less than is predicted by their skill demands.

Schmidt and Strauss (1975) discovered that among people

with equal education and experience, race and sex

strongly influence what sort of job these people

obtain. The evidence implies that discrimination is
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appreciable. The reality of discrimination acts as a

barrier to entry in some occupations.

Women often face discriminating barriers to entry

which may cause them to become overcrowded into a small

number of occupations that have no such barriers.

Sorenson (1989) found that women in female-dominated

occupations earn six to fifteen percent less than women

in other occupations which share the same

characteristics.

The 1960's featured a moderate decrease in

occupational segregation. During the 1970's the rate

of decline doubled. Most of the decline is credited to

the increase in women entering nontraditional

occupations. This may have been due to

antidiscrimination legislation. However, Beller (1985)

notes that while overall segregation fell, it did not

fall in the heavily male crafts and the heavily female

clerical occupations. These occupations remained as

segregated in the 1970's as they were in the 1960's.

Perhaps these occupations feature characteristics that

appeal to men and women, respectively.

England declares that "segregation has been

perpetuated by a combination of discrimination and

structural mobility ladders on the demand side and by

the nonpecuniary motives provided by gender role

socialization on the supply side." Clearly,

occupational choice depends upon an individual's

productivity, preferences, and discrimination.

This study will test three hypotheses. First, do

stiff specific training requirements for an occupation

increase the likelihood that it is male-dominated, as

would be expected from human capital theory? Second,

do differences in perceived natural ability between the

sexes heavily influence the possibility of an

occupation being male- or female-dominated? Finally,
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do differences in preferences for job attributes

between men and women influence the chance of whether

an occupation will be male- or female-dominated?
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Chapter Three: Theory, Data and Empirical Model

Theory

In this study occupations are classified into one

of three categories: male-dominated, female-dominated,

or neutral. Consequently, a multinomial approach is

used to analyze determinants of occupational

segregation. The three possible outcomes can be

characterized as follows:

Po = 1 if occupation i is male-dominated,

= 0 otherwise;

Pil = 1 if occupation i is female-dominated,

= 0 otherwise;

Po = 1 if occupation i is neutral, that is P0=Pii=0,

= 0 otherwise;

where i = 1,2,3,...n occupations.

The purpose of this study is to determine what

factors influence the probability that an occupation is

in each of the three categories. Particular levels of

human capital and ability are required of employees to

work in a particular occupation. In addition, every

occupation has a unique set of associated environmental

conditions. Therefore, the characteristics of interest

in this study describe the environmental conditions and

workers' human capital and ability requirements. Thus,

Pij = F(431) (1)

where j = 0,1,2 indexes occupational gender dominance

and j =0 means male-dominance, j = 1 means female-

dominance, and j = 2 means neutral. Xi represents a

vector of attributes which describe the ith occupation,

and Oi is a vector of unknown parameters. When the

cumulative distribution function is assumed to be
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logistic, the probability that occupation i has gender

dominance j can be written:

11,ex1

P13 J
E ex ,
J.i.

(2)

Normalizing on the probability of neutral occupations

(j=2) and noting that the probabilities Po, Pit, and Pie

sum to one, gives

Pao

Pie

e t Po

ex.00 + exiP1

1
exlio ex.firii

By taking the log of both sides and subtracting (4)

from (3) we get

Piolog = x/ 00.
Pie

Similarly, it can be shown that

pitlog = Xif3i
Pi2

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

is also true (Greene 1993).

Thus, the dependent variable in these two

regressions is the log of the odds that a particular

occupation is male- or female-dominated relative to

being a neutral occupation. The coefficient estimates

will reveal whether a particular trait is positively or

negatively related to the probability of an occupation
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being male- or female-dominated. The impact of a one-

unit change in an occupational attribute on the

probability that the occupation is male- or female-

dominated is given by:

ap
i

aXi p; to; E Pk Pk]

(Greene 1993).

Data

(7)

The data used in this study were provided by the

Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social

Research. The data set entitled "Occupational

Measures from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles for

1980 Census Detailed Occupations" were initially

collected by Paula England and Barbara Kilbourne (E-

K) .1

This study follows Beller (1982) and Jusenius

(1977) in methodology. However, the definition of a

male- and female-dominated occupation differs from that

used in their studies due to the different data sets

used. An occupation is considered dominated if the

percentage of men or women in the occupation exceeds

the percentage of men or women in the labor force by

one half of one standard deviation or more.

In 1979 the percentage of women (men) in the labor

force was 42 (58). To approximate the standard

deviation of the percent of labor force that is female

(male), consider the standard deviation of the mean

1 Neither the collectors of the original data nor the
Consortium maintains any responsibility for the analyses or
interpretations presented here. See England and Kilbourne (1988)
for detailed documentation of the E-K data.
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percent of women (men) across occupations in the

sample, .2728 (.2728). Using this proxy, an occupation

is considered dominated if:

% in occupation % LF + 4 std. (8)

This means that for an occupation to be considered

female-dominated the percent women must be greater than

or equal to 55.64 percent women and greater than or

equal to 71.64 percent men to be considered a male-

dominated occupation. An occupation is considered

neutral if it is neither male- or female-dominated.

The dependent variable OCCDOM is equal to 0 if the

occupation is male-domonated, equal to 1 if female-

dominated, and equal to 2 if neutral. By using this

definition of occupational dominance 310 occupations

were male-dominated, 93 were female-dominated, and 92

were considered neutral. Figure 1 illustrates the

frequency distribution of the percentage women in

occupations. The highly skewed distribution indicates

the predominance of male dominated occupations in the

labor market.

This study uses 27 variables on 4952 three digit

occupations in 1980 from the E-K data set. Variable

abbreviations and discriptions are listed in Table 1.

The occupation characteristics are grouped into four

divisions: education required of worker to do the job,

ability required of worker to do the job, environmental

conditions under which work is performed, and physical

demands of the job. The variables will be explained

below, with the abbreviations used in the econometric

2 The data has 503 observed occupations but eight had
missing values and were omitted.
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Figure 1. Distribution of women in occupations
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analysis given in parentheses. All variable values are

expressed as the mean for the aggregate of individuals

employed in the occupation. This discussion follows

Botterbusch (1983) and The Revised Handbook for

Analyzing Jobs (U.S. Department of Labor, 1991)

closely.

Education

General Educational Development (GED): covers

aspects of education (formal and informal) of a general

nature which does not have a recognized or relatively

specific occupational objective. The GED scale is

composed of three divisions: reasoning development,

mathematical development, and language development.

Each division is rated and scaled independently between

the ranks of 1 (lowest) and 6 (highest). The GED value

for the occupation is then taken from the highest

scored level of the three divisions. The time period

necessary to gain such training is not included.

Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP): represents

the amount of time required by a typical worker to

learn the techniques, acquire the information, and

develop the facility needed for average performance in

a specific job-worker situation. This training may be

acquired in a school, work, military, institutional, or

vocational environment. Not included is orientation

time required of a fully qualified worker to become

accustomed to the special conditions of any new job.

In addition, it does not include the amount of time a

worker spends to learn the reasoning, language, and

mathematical skills which are covered by the GED

variable. The scale of SVP is as follows:
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Table . Variable Abbreviations and Descriptions

Variable Abbreviation Description

OCCDOM occupational-dominance
category
0 = male-dominated
1 = female-dominated
2 = neutral

The following education job requirement variables
are ranked:
1 = low level of education

...
6 = high level of education

GED general education

SVP specific education

The following 9 ability variables measure the level
of aptitude required for the occupation.

1 = lowest 10% of the population
2 = lowest 1/3 of the population excluding the

lowest 10%
3 = middle third of the population
4 = highest 1/3 of the population excluding the

highest 10%
5 = highest 10% of the population

NUMERCL numerical aptitude

SPATIAL spatial aptitude

FRMPRCP form perception

CLERICL clerical perception

MTRCRD motor coordination

FNGRDXT finger dexterity

MNLDXTY manual dexterity

EYHNFTC eye-hand-foot
coordination

CLRDISC color discrimination

The following 8 variables are measured in terms of
percentage of workers who must face such
environmental conditions in the occupation.

ATMOS Iatmospheric conditions
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Table 1, Continued

BOTH work indoors and outdoors

OUT work outside

COLD low temperatures

HEAT high temperatures

NOISE loud noise or physical
vibrations

WET high humidity

HAZARDS physical hazards

ENVIRON this variable encompasses
the previous 8 variables
and is expressed as the
number of the
environmental factors
relevant to an occupation

The following 5 variables are measured as the
percentage of the workers in the occupation who
perform each physical task.

CLIMB climbing or balancing

REACH reaching, handling,
fingering, and feeling

STOOP stooping, kneeling,
crouching, and crawling

TALK talking and/or hearing

SEE seeing

PHYSDMD overall measure of
physical demands, lists
the number of the
previous 5 variables that
are relevant to the
occupation excluding TALK

STRGTH strength requirements
measured at 5 levels
ranging from sedentary
(1) to very heavy (5)
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Level Time

1 short demonstration only

2 anything beyond short demonstration up

to and including 1 month

3 over 1 month up to and including 3 months

4 over 3 months up to and including 6 months

5 over 6 months up to and including 1 year

6 over 1 year up to and including 2 years

7 over 2 years up to and including 4 years

8 over 4 years up to and including 10 years

9 over 10 years

For more detail regarding GED and SVP see " The Revised

Handbook for Analyzing Jobs," pages 7-1 through 8-10.

Ability

Nine ability variables are used in this study.3

These variables describe the capacities or specific

abilities which an individual must have in order to

learn to perform a given work activity. There are 5

levels of aptitudes ranked as follows:4

Rank Description

1 markedly low ability - lowest 10 percent of

the population

3 Two variables describing verbal ability and general
intelligence from the DOT are omitted due to a large correlation
with the GED variable. The correlation coefficient for verbal
and GED is .937 and for intelligence and GED is .958.

4 The ranking values have been reversed for ease of
interpreting the empirical results. Originally, the rank of one
represented the top 10% while rank 5 represented the bottom 10%
of the population.
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3

4

5

lower degree of ability

population excluding the

medium degree of ability

the population

high degree of ability -

population excluding the

extremely high ability -

the population
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- lowest third of the

lowest 10 percent

- middle third of

highest third of the

top 10 percent

top 10 percent of

The nine ability variables are:

Numerical aptitude (NUMERCL): ability to perform

arithmetic operations quickly and accurately.

Spatial aptitude (SPATIAL): ability to think

visually of geometric forms and to comprehend the two-

dimensional representation of three-dimensional objects

and the ability to recognize the relationships

resulting from the movement of objects in space.

Form perception (FRMPRCP): ability to perceive

pertinent detail in objects or in pictorial or graphic

material, ability to make visual comparisons and

discriminations and see slight differences in shapes

and shadings of figures and widths and length of lines.

Clerical perception (CLERICL): ability to

perceive pertinent detail in verbal or tabular

material, ability to observe differences in copy, to

proofread words and numbers and to avoid perceptual

errors in arithmetic computation; a measure of speed of

perception which is required in many industrial jobs

even when the job does not have verbal or numerical

content.

Motor coordination (MTRCRD): ability to

coordinate eyes and hands or fingers rapidly and

accurately in making precise movements with speed,

ability to make a movement response accurately and

swiftly.
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Finger dexterity (FNGRDXT): ability to move the

fingers and manipulate small objects with the fingers,

rapidly and accurately.

Manual dexterity (MNLDXTY): ability to move the

hands easily and skillfully, ability to work with the

hands in placing and turning motions.

Eye-hand-foot coordination (EYHNFTCRD): ability

to move the hand and foot coordinately with each other

in accordance with visual stimuli.

Color discrimination (CLRDISC): ability to match

or discriminate between colors in terms of hue,

saturation, and brilliance; ability to identify a

particular color or color combinations from memory and

to perceive contrasting color combinations.

Working Environment

Environmental conditions are the physical

surroundings of the job that make specific demands on a

worker's physical capacities. Eight distinctive

environmental conditions have been defined. These

variables are expressed as the percentage of workers in

the occupation whose job involves particular

environmental conditions.

Atmospheric conditions (ATMOS): these conditions

affect the respiratory system or the skin. This

variable is considered important only if the following

conditions are present to a degree or length of time

sufficient to cause marked discomfort or possible

bodily injury to the worker. Such conditions include:

fumes - solid particles generated by condensation

from the gaseous state, generally after volatilization

from molten metals, and often accompanied by a chemical

reaction such as oxidation;

odors - noxious nontoxic smells;
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dusts - solid particles generated by handling,

crushing, grinding, rapid impact, detonation, and

decrepitation of organic and inorganic materials such

as rock, ore, metal, coal, wood, and grain;

mists - suspended liquid droplets generated by

condensation from the gaseous to the liquid state or by

breaking up a liquid into a dispersed state, such as

splashing, foaming, and atomizing;

gases - normally formless fluids which occupy the

space of enclosure and which can be changed to the

liquid or solid state only by the combined effect of

increased pressure and decreased temperature.

poor ventilation - insufficient or excessive

movement of air causing a feeling of suffocation or

exposure to drafts.

Both (BOTH): job activities occur indoors and

outdoors in approximately equal amounts.

Out (OUT): job activities have no effective

protection from weather.

Cold (COLD): job involves temperatures

sufficiently low to cause marked bodily discomfort with

or without distinct temperature variations.

Heat (HEAT): job involves temperatures

sufficiently high to cause marked bodily discomfort

with or without distinct temperature variations.

Noise (NOISE): the presence of sufficient noise,

either constant or intermittent, to cause marked

distraction or possible hearing loss and/or sufficient

vibration (which is the production of an oscillating

movement or strain on the body or its extremities from

repeated motion or shock) to cause bodily harm if

endured day after day.

Wet (WET): includes conditions in which the

worker has contact with water or other liquids and/or
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works in an oppressively humid atmosphere which causes

marked bodily discomfort.

Hazards (HAZARDS): includes conditions and

situations in which there is danger to life, health, or

bodily injury. This category includes a variety of

physical hazards, such as proximity to moving

mechanical parts, electrical shock, working in high

places, exposure to radiant energy, exposure to

explosives, and exposure to toxic chemical and

biological agents.

Environmental conditions (ENVIRON): this variable

is a combination of all of the previous variables

excluding OUT and BOTH. Its value expresses the number

of environmental conditions factors (0 - 6) relevant to

a given occupation.

Physical Requirements

Physical demands are defined as the physical

capacities required of workers in order for them to

perform in job-worker situations. Physical demands are

described using six variables. The first five of the

variables are measured as the percentage of the workers

in the occupation who perform each physical task. The

variable STRGTH is ranked.

Climb (CLIMB): describes the motion and

coordination of the entire body related to climbing

and/or balancing. Climbing includes activities such as

ascending or descending ladders, stairs, ramps, poles,

and the like, using feet and legs and/or hands and

arms. Balancing includes activities in which a worker

must maintain body equilibrium in order to prevent

falling when walking, standing, crouching, or running

on narrow, slippery, or erratically moving surfaces; or
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maintaining body equilibrium when performing gymnastic

feats.

Reaching, handling, fingering, and feeling

(REACH): describes the activities that deal with the

upper extremities, involving range of motion,

dexterity, and sense of touch. Reaching includes

extending the hand(s) and arm(s) in any direction,

handling involves holding, grasping, turning, or

otherwise working with hands; fingering entails

picking, pinching, or otherwise primarily working with

fingers; and feeling includes perceiving attributes of

objects such as size, shape, temperature, or texture by

means of receptors in the skin, particularly those of

the fingertips.

Stooping, kneeling, crouching, and crawling

(STOOP): describes the activities involved with the

full use of the lower extremities as well as the back

muscles. The four related activities require that a

worker get on the floor or ground, or be able to reach

the floor or ground. Stooping includes the body's

downward and forward bending motion by bending the

spine at the waist, kneeling entails bending the legs

at the knees to come to a rest on a knee or both knees,

crouching includes bending the body downward and

forward by bending the legs and the spine, and crawling

involves moving about on hands and knees or hands and

feet.

Talking and/or hearing (TALK): includes

expressing or exchanging ideas by means of spoken word

and/or by perceiving the nature of sounds by ear.

Seeing (SEE): includes the ability to perceive

the nature of objects by the eye involving six general

aspects of seeing:

acuity, far - clarity of vision at 20 feet

or more,
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acuity, near - clarity of vision at 20

inches or less,

depth perception - three dimensional vision,

field of vision - area that can be seen up

and down or to the left or right while eyes

are fixed on a given point,

accommodation - adjustment of lens of eye to

bring an object into sharp focus,

color vision - ability to identify and

distinguish colors.

The correlation coefficient between CLRDISC and SEE is

.399 which suggests little multicolinearity between the

two variables. In addition, regressions were run with

and without SEE but there was no significant difference

in the results.

Strength (STRGTH): this variable measures the

involvement of a worker in one or more of the following

seven activities: standing, walking, sitting, lifting,

carrying, pushing, and pulling; in addition to five

degrees of strength. Strength required on the job is

given the following coded values ranging from 1-5 and

is not in percentage terms as in the case of the other

variables.

(1) sedentary - involves lifting 10 pounds

maximum, walking and standing are required

only occasionally and sitting is the

predominant activity.

(2) light - involves lifting 20 pounds maximum

with frequent lifting/carrying of objects

weighing up to 10 pounds. In addition, a

significant degree of walking and/or standing

is required or sitting coupled with pushing

and pulling of arm and/or leg controls.
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(3) medium - involves lifting 50 pounds maximum

with frequent lifting and/or carrying of

objects weighing up to 25 pounds.

(4) heavy - involves lifting 100 pounds maximum

with frequent lifting and/or carrying of

objects weighing up to 50 pounds.

(5) very heavy - involves lifting objects in

excess of 100 pounds with frequent lifting

and/or carrying of objects weighing 50 pounds

or more.

Physical demands (PHYSDMD): describes the general

physical demands required of a worker in particular

occupations. This variable uses the previous variables

of CLIMB, REACH, STOOP, and SEE and indicates the

number of physical demand factors relevant to a given

occupation. Note that the variables TALK and STRGTH

are not included in the definition of this variable.

Empirical Model

The probability that an occupation is male- or

female-dominated depends on the job's requirements of

the employees in the occupation and any differences

between men and women with respect to education,

ability, and preferences. Therefore, the empirical

model for the log-odds that a job is male-dominated is:

log {Prob (OCCDOM =O)/ Prob (OCCDOM =2)} = b0 +

bl GED + b2 SVP + b3 NUMERCL + b4 SPATIAL +

b5 FRMPRCP + b6 CLERICL + b7 MTRCRD + b8 FNGRDXT +

b9 MNLDXTY + b10 EYHNFTC + bll CLRDISC + b12 ATMOS

+ b13 BOTH + b14 OUT + b15 COLD + b16 HEAT +

b17 NOISE + b18 WET + b19 HAZARDS + b20 CLIMB +

b21 REACH + b22 STOOP + b23 TALK + b24 SEE +

b25 STRGTH.
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It appears that all the independent variables are

exogenous.

As discussed in chapter 2, the literature proposes

what signs to expect of these coefficients. The

parameter bi is expected to be negative because men

tend to invest relatively less in general education and

more in specific education. Thus, b2 is expected to be

positive. Men appear to have a small advantage over

women in the area of mathematical ability and

consistently score higher when tested (Kaczmarek and

Franco 1986). Thus, b3 is expected to be positive.

Men have demonstrated superiority to women in the areas

of spatial and motor coordination abilities.

Therefore, b4 and b7 are expected to be positive.

Women have demonstrated superiority to men in the areas

of clerical, finger dexterity, and color discrimination

abilities. Thus, b6, b8, and bll are expected to be

negative. It is not clear what to expect for signs on

b5, b9 and b10.

If men place lesser value on the comforts of the

work environment and are less risk averse, then b12

through b19 will be positive. In addition, the

variable ENVIRON replaces these eight variables in

combined form in a more simple model and this

coefficient is expected to be positive also.

Women appear to be superior to men in flexibility

and verbal ability which leads to the expectation that

b21 and b23 will be negative. Men are generally

stronger than women so b25 is expected to be positive.

It is not clear what to expect for signs on b20, b22,

and b24. In a simpler model the variable PHYSDMD

replaces the variables CLIMB, REACH, STOOP, and SEE.

It is not clear what to expect the sign to be for this

variable.
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Estimating the determinants for the log-odds that

an occupation is female-dominated uses the same model

as in the male-dominated model. However, the expected

signs are the opposite to those in the male model.

Both the male-dominated and the female-dominated

occupations are being compared to the neutral

occupations.
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Chapter Four: Empirical Results

Table 2 displays the variable means and standard

deviations for female-dominated, male-dominated, and

neutral occupations. It reveals that male-dominated

occupations differ significantly from female-dominated

occupations in 23 of the 27 occupation characteristics

by a simple t-test of means. The direction of

significant differences on SVP, NUMERCL, SPATIAL,

CLERICL, FNGRDXT, ATMOS, BOTH, OUT, COLD, HEAT, NOISE,

HAZARDS, ENVIRON, TALK, STRGTH, and PHYSDMD are

consistent with expectations while that on GED is not.

Means tests, however, do not hold other factors

constant unlike the empirical results below.

Tables 3 and 4 display the empirical results.

Table 3 provides the complete model. For male-dominat-

ed occupations, NUMERCL, BOTH, and STRGTH are

significant at .01; SVP at .05; and GED and SPATIAL are

significant at .10. In addition, the signs of the

coefficients are as expected.

For female-dominated occupations, variables SVP,

NUMERCL, FNGRDXT, and EYHNFTC are significant at .01;

GED, FRMPRCP, CLERICL, and ATMOS are significant at

.05; and BOTH, OUT, and NOISE are significant at .10.

The signs on these coefficients are as expected with

the exception of EYHNFTC and ATMOS. It is not clear

what sign to expect for EYHNFTC. However, ATMOS is

expected to have a negative coefficient which is not

the case here.

Table 4 illustrates the more simple model that

uses ENVIRON and PHYSDMD. In this model the results

for male-dominated occupations show significance at

the .01 level for the intercept and variables STRGTH,

and NUMERCL; at .05 GED and EYHNFTC are significant;

and SVP, SPATIAL, and CLRDISC are significant at the
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Table 2. Variable Means for Occupational Catagories

Variable Mean (Std) Mean (Std) Mean (Std)
for male- for fem.- for neutral
dominated dominated

GED 3.873 * 3.551 3.842 **
(1.019) (0.824) (1.053)

SVP 5.876 * 4.627 5.383 *
(1.541) (1.352) (1.656)

NUMERCL 2.917 * 2.656 2.810 ***
(0.751) (0.535) (0.603)

SPATIAL 2.962 * 2.326 2.491 **
(0.627) (0.474) (0.434)

FRMPRCP 2.903 * 2.574 2.669
(0.561) (0.433) (0.424)

CLERICL 2.464 * 2.798 2.677
(0.673) (0.764) (0.628)

MTRCRD 2.604 2.627 2.440 *
(0.399) (0.514) (0.352)

FNGRDXT 2.539 ** 2.656 2.409 *
(0.486) (0.473) (0.408)

MNLDXTY 2.828 * 2.658 2.552 ***
(0.509) (0.395) (0.398)

EYHNFTC 1.641 * 1.352 1.276
(0.587) (0.526) (0.262)

CLRDISC 1.694 1.605 1.633
(0.518) (0.501) (0.507)

ATMOS 13.584 * 6.038 5.381
(20.814) (13.802) (8.815)

BOTH 27.859 * 5.400 8.009
(29.124) (12.865) (9.662)

OUT 10.117 * 1.205 3.716 **
(19.892) (6.598) (10.046)

COLD 1.086 * 0.093 0.527 **
(5.218) (0.414) (1.805)

HEAT 4.090 *** 1.917 2.862
(11.340) (9.575) (7.905)
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Table 2, Continued

Variable Mean (Std) Mean (Std( Mean (Std)
for male- for female- for neutral
dominated dominated

NOISE 28.694 * 8.220 10.900
(31.796) (18.183) (16.762)

WET 6.842 4.299 5.054
(14.544) (13.029) (10.201)

HAZARDS 26.016 * 7.521 8.161
(30.478) (18.813) (12.752)

ENVIRON 0.803 * 0.281 0.329
(0.774) (0.479) (0.392)

CLIMB 23.655 * 4.829 5.166
(29.438) (16.200) (8.988)

REACH 79.429 80.822 68.452 *
(30.723) (28.079) (33.890)

STOOP 35.821 * 19.223 14.034
(34.532) (27.217) (18.331)

TALK 44.405 ** 55.629 58.372
(37.339) (38.039) (36.363)

SEE 67.544 * 52.650 51.712
(30.985) (34.834) (27.376)

STRGTH 2.572 * 1.980 2.080
(0.717) (0.504) (0.605)

PHYSDMD 2.064 * 1.575 1.394 ***
(0.966) (0.625) (0.655)

* significantly different from female-dominated mean
at .01

** significantly different from female-dominated mean
at .05

*** significantly different from female-dominated mean
at .10
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Table 3. Determinants of Occupational Distribution:
Complete Model (Standard Errors in
Parentheses)

Variables Male-dominated Female-dominated
Occupations Occupations

Intercept -7.642 * -0.362
(2.132) (2.727)

GED -0.902 *** 1.965 **
(0.546) (0.767)

SVP 0.593 ** -1.175 *
(0.283) (0.406)

NUMERCL 1.996 * -2.248 *
(0.579) (0.784)

SPATIAL 1.102 *** -0.262
(0.569) (0.695)

FRMPRCP 0.357 -2.043 **
(0.716) (0.941)

CLERICL -0.544 1.351 **
(0.466) (0.604)

MTRCRD 0.360 -0.799
(0.764) (0.861)

FNGRDXT -0.701 4.610 *
(0.794) (1.056)

MNLDXTY -0.858 -0.592
(0.957) (1.109)

EYHNFTC 0.293 2.226 *
(0.595) (0.741)

CLRDISC -0.687 0.034
(0.434) (0.950)

ATMOS 0.013 0.054 **
(0.017) (0.022)

BOTH 0.042 * -0.027 ***
(0.012) (0.016)

OUT 0.015 -0.052 ***
(0.014) (0.029)

COLD 0.032 -0.760
(0.037) (0.463)
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Table 3, Continued

Variable Male-dominated Female-dominated
Occupations Occupations

HEAT 0.008 -0.049
(0.023) (0.040)

NOISE 0.008 -0.024 ***
(0.010) (0.013)

WET -0.020 0.014
(0.017) (0.026)

HAZARDS -0.007 0.002
(0.013) (0.017)

CLIMB 0.006 -0.005
(0.019) ()0.022

REACH 0.013 -0.009
(0.011) (0.013)

STOOP 0.001 0.014
(0.013) (0.013)

STRGTH 1.367 * -0.918
(0.477) (0.595)

TALK -0.004 -0.007
(0.007) ()0.008

SEE -0.002 -0.010
(0.008) (0.010)

-2 Log Likelihood = 423.357

percent correctly predicted by model = 74

* significant at .01 level
** significant at .05 level
*** significant at .10 level
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Table 4. Determinants of Occupational Distribution:
Simple Model (Standard Errors in
Parentheses)

Variable Male-dominated
Occupation

Female-dominated
Occupation

Intercept -7.855 * -1.668
(2.033) (2.401)

GED -1.057 ** 2.132 *

(0.496) (0.673)

SVP 0.434 *** -1.053 *

(0.245) (0.344)

ENVIRON 0.346 -0.035
(0.440) (0.562)

TALK 0.001 -0.001
(0.006) (0.007)

STRGTH 1.477 * -1.033 **
(0.428) (0.520)

PHYSDMD 0.435 0.517
(0.421) (0.505)

NUMERCL 2.124 * -1.750 **
(0.552) (0.686)

SPATIAL 0.913 *** -0.169
(0.526) (0.660)

FRMPRCP 0.451 -2.299 *

(0.662) (0.858)

CLERICL -0.389 0.970 ***
(0.439) (0.527)

MTRCRD 0.192 -0.855
(0.734) (0.768)

FNGRDXT -0.756 3.918 *

(0.720) (0.902)

MNLDXTY -0.586 -0.239
(0.809) (0.917)

EYHNFTC 1.126 ** 1.437 *

(0.509) (0.558)

CLRDISC -0.641 *** 0.013
(.368) (0.438)
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Table 4, Continued

-2 log likelihood = 356.830
percent correctly predicted by model = 68

* significant at .01 level
** significant at .05 level
*** significant at .10 level
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.10 level. Note that EYHNFTC and CLRDISC were not

significant in the expanded model. The signs are as

expected except in the case of EYHNFTC where expecta-

tions were not clear.

For female-dominated occupations, variables GED,

SVP,

the

FRMPRCP,

.01 level;

FNGRDXT, and EYHNFTC are significant at

STRGTH and NUMERCL are significant at

the .05 level; and CLERICL at the .10 level. The signs

of the coefficients are as expected except in the cases

of EYHNFTC and FRMPRCP which carry no clear sign expec-

tations. Notice that STRGTH is not significant in the

expanded model, FRMPRCP is more significant in the

simple model, and NUMERCL and CLERICL are less signif-

icant in the simple model.

Both models have significant explanatory power

indicated by log likelihood tests and percent correctly

predicted. The expanded model correctly predicts

gender dominance for six percent more occupations than

the simple model. In addition, a log likelihood test

is performed to determine whether the ability variables

significantly add to the simple model. The log

likelihood statistic is 129.871 which indicates the

inclusion of the ability variables does significantly

add to the model.

To check for robustness, regressions are run using

a stricter definition for OCCDOM. OCCDOM is redefined

as a male-dominated occupation (OCCDOM =O) if the

percent male is 78.45 or greater, female-dominated

(OCCDOM=1) if the percent female is 62.45 or greater,5

and neutral (OCCDOM=2) if an occupation is neither

male- nor female-dominated. The results are not

5 These values were created by adding .75 x (std. for
percent men and women in the LF) to the percent female
(42%) and male (58%) in the labor force for 1979.
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substantively different from those presented here with

one exception. The variable GED becomes insignificant

and positive in the expanded model for male-dominated

occupations only when this stricter definition of

OCCDOM is used.

The results of this study imply that stiff train-

ing requirements for an occupation increase the likeli-

hood that it is male-dominated, as indicated by human

capital theory. In addition, it appears that higher

levels of general education requirements increase the

likelihood that an occupation is female-dominated as

also indicated by human capital theory.

Differences in perceived natural ability between

the sexes does influence the possibility of an occupa-

tion being male- or female-dominated. However, some

abilities appear more important than others. Mathemat-

ical, spatial, and strength requirements increase the

chance that an occupation is male-dominated in both

models presented. In the more simple model the ability

to discriminate between colors and coordinate eye-hand-

foot motion become significant.

For female-dominated occupations, mathematical

requirements decrease the chance that an occupation

will be female-dominated while spatial ability has no

significant influence and strength requirements become

significant in the more simple model. Both models

indicate that perceived ability in the areas of form

perception, clerical, finger dexterity, and eye-hand-

foot coordination significantly influence the chance an

occupation will be female-dominated. Thus, there is

evidence to support the hypothesis that differences

between the sexes' perceived abilities contribute to

occupational segregation.

The on-the-job conditions do not appear to have

much influence on whether an occupation is male-domi-
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nated. The only significant trait appears to be

whether an occupation includes both indoor and outdoor

work which increases the likelihood that an occupation

is male-dominated. The presence of noise, outside

work, and indoor/outdoor work decreases the chance an

occupation will be female-dominated. However, the

existence of atmospheric conditions affecting the skin

or respiratory system increases the possibility an

occupation will be female-dominated. A log likelihood

test is performed to see whether the environmental

conditions variables significantly add to the model.

The log likelihood statistic is 69.378 which implies

environmental conditions do significantly add to the

model. However, the simpler model uses two summary

variables that encompass the occupations' physical

demands and environmental conditions and neither of

these is significant. This suggests that such condi-

tions are of secondary importance. Nevertheless, there

is the strong possibility that measurement error due to

aggregation may be a contributing factor.
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Chapter Five: Conclusions

It appears that stiff specific training

requirements increase the chance that an occupation is

male-dominated as proposed by human capital theory. In

addition, high levels of general education requirements

increase the likelihood that an occupation is female-

dominated which also supports human capital theory.

Traditionally, women seek employment in the

geographic area in which their husbands are employed.

Thus, this induces women to invest more in general

training rather than specific training. In addition,

the division of labor at home affects women's

investment in education. Women are less attached to

the labor force because they are primarily responsible

for childcare and household duties. Therefore, breaks

in labor force participation further induce women to

invest in general education.

Differences in natural ability do influence

whether an occupation is male- or female-dominated.

Requirements of numerical ability, spatial ability, and

strength increase the chances an occupation is male-

dominated. Requirements of numerical and form

perception abilities decrease the possibility that an

occupation is female-dominated but clerical and finger

dexterity requirements increase the possibility that an

occupation is female-dominated. In addition, there is

some evidence that indicates strength requirements

decrease the likelihood that an occupation is female-

dominated while a requisite ability to discriminate

between colors decreases the chances that an occupation

is male-dominated.

Differences between the sexes in ability may be

true differences or perceived differences. The

literature indicates that there are true ability
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differences between men and women in the areas of

strength, color discrimination, clerical, spatial, and

finger dexterity abilities. However, with a small

amount of training the difference in spatial ability is

eliminated. In addition, as changes in technology

occur, the need for strength is likely to decline.

While the literature is not clear on the extent of the

difference between men and women in mathematical

ability, such differences may be more perceived

differences than actual. The reality that perceived

differences are not equal to actual differences may

exist on the employer side or the employee side.

Employers hire according to perceived abilities which

may be discriminatory. Employees gain understanding of

their abilities through the roles they play in society.

Such roles often address only the abilities needed to

perform social duties and ignore or do not stress

individual's natural abilities.

Environmental conditions do have an effect on the

prospect that an occupation is male- or female-

dominated. Occupations that require equal time working

indoors and outdoors increase the likelihood that such

occupations are male-dominated. Occupations that

require employees to work in the presence of

atmospheric conditions are more likely to be female-

dominated occupations. However, occupations that

require outdoor work, indoor/outdoor work, or noisy

conditions are less likely to be female-dominated

occupations. In contrast, occupations requiring

workers to work under extreme temperatures, high

humidity, hazardous conditions, or taxing physical

demands such as climbing, reaching, stooping, talking,

or seeing do not significantly influence occupational

segregation. For the most part, desirable

environmental conditions do not appear to raise the
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possibility that an occupation is female-dominated,

contrary to traditional theory.

If all labor force participants are making

occupational decisions that are utility maximizing then

the level of occupational segregation is desirable.

Although, a consequence of occupational segregation is

overcrowding. Overcrowding creates wage differentials

between men and women. It appears this may be

occurring since women represent 42 percent of the labor

force while they dominate only 93 out of the 495

observed occupations.

If there is occupational segregation occurring for

reasons other than utility maximization then such a

level of segregation is not desirable. For example, if

there is occupational discrimination which creates

barriers to entry or inaccurately perceived ability

differences, utility maximization is being obstructed.

In addition, social coercion may act to prevent utility

maximization by urging individuals to behave according

to custom instead of personal choice. Finally, the

occurrence of divorce breaks the long-term advantages

of home specialization for women. Current high divorce

rates have contributed to the prominent poverty rates

among divorced women, particularly those with dependent

children. Divorce acts to obstruct utility

maximization since decisions are based on expected

utility and divorce is typically an unexpected event.

These results suggest that a change in the type of

education made by men and women would affect the amount

of occupational segregation. An increase in women's

investment in specific training would lead to an

increase in the number of women in male-dominated

occupations. An increase in men's investment in

general education would lead to an increase in the

number of men in female-dominated occupations. Such
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changes in educational investment could occur in

response to changes in social roles, custom, or an

increased expectation of divorce. In addition, since

the literature suggests that spatial ability of women

becomes equal to that of men with only a small amount

of training, the provision of such training at the K-12

level may lead to more women entering male-dominated

occupations.
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